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WelCome 

welcome to our second annual review.  
this year has been an active one for the centre, 
with significant progress being made in research, 
teaching, and the development of our centre 
resources.

we are first and foremost a research centre, and we have 
made substantial achievements in this area in 2009. we have 
welcomed a number of senior scholars to our centre during the 
year, and have received and funded a number of major proposals 
as part of our open bid funding programme. Among the new 
themes currently being examined is the efficacy of reputational 
sanctions as means of enforcing corporate reputation; 
redeeming a lost reputation, and innovations in corporate social 
responsibility. 

this research effort is being conducted by researchers here 
within the saïd Business school and across the wider university 
– in philosophy, law and at the Reuters institute – and also 
within major universities around the world ranging from india to 
the us. At the end of 2009, we can report 14 research projects 
underway within the centre – and while it is still early days in 
terms of outputs, i am pleased to report that we have seen some 
20 publication credits for our work in major journals ranging 
from the Journal of finance to the Journal of Management 
studies. we would expect this number to accelerate in 2010 
and especially 2011 as the research progresses. 

i was particularly pleased to welcome professor Mike Barnett 
as our Research Director in september this year. Mike is 
concentrating on generating and managing the growing research 
momentum within the centre, and the development of common 
research themes underpinning our research. He has already 
brought some strong thinking to this task and has identified 
themes which unite and run through our research outputs. one 
of his first publication initiatives has been a book proposal which 
will celebrate the range of perspectives that we are bringing to 
the reputation debate, and this will form the backbone of our 
first major academic seminar in september 2010.

i am also very pleased to report that we are developing a number 
of case studies on reputation within the centre. under the 
guidance and leadership of Dr Rowena olegario, we are creating 
a teaching resource that adds huge value to what we do as 
a centre and will also help scholars around the world better 
understand and evaluate reputation issues and solutions.

we held our first ‘Reputation and executive leadership’ 
programme in June. we were delighted to welcome around  
25 of our visiting fellows over the course of three days here in 
oxford, each providing valuable insight into reputation issues 
and a perspective on how they manage such issues within their 
organisations. the programme, which attracted senior business 
figures from a number of major global corporations, was a great 
success and we are running our second programme in June 2010.

some six of our visiting fellows also delivered oxford 
Distinguished speaker lectures here at the saïd Business 
school. we would expect our visiting fellows to continue to play 
a major role in this programme going forward.

And finally, no enterprise can function without the hard work and 
determination of the administrative staff and we are fortunate 
to have a fantastic administrative team here at the centre. A 
personal note of thanks from me to this group of people whose 
efforts, while often unsung, are hugely appreciated.

rupert younger, director
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our PeoPle
Centre exeCutive
rupert younger is the centre’s Director having devised and led the initiative to create the 
centre over the past 3 years. a co-founder of financial communications firm Finsbury,  
he brings over 15 years of management and financial reputation expertise to the role.

mike Barnett is the centre’s research Director and serves as professor of strategy in the 
strategy, entrepreneurship, and international business Group and is Fellow in strategy 
at st. anne’s college. prior to coming to oxford, Mike was associate professor of strategy 
and exide professor of sustainable enterprise in the Department of Management and 
organization at the university of south Florida’s college of business. He was also research 
Fellow of the university of south Florida’s kiran c. patel center for Global solutions 
and served as secretary of the Faculty senate. His areas of expertise are the merits 
and demerits of corporate social responsibility and managing corporate and industry 
reputations.

lindsey st John whose background is in higher education, skills and learning joined the 
centre mid- way through 2008 as Deputy Director.

emily Baker joined the centre as administrator and pa to the Directors mid-way 
through 2008.

Julia Banfield joined the centre as administrator and assistant to the research Fellows 
in March 2009.
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reseArCH stAff
dr mark Abrahamson joined the centre in 
2009 as a research Fellow working with 
professor tim Jenkinson.

dr david Barron university reader in 
organisational sociology, was appointed  
in January 2008 as programme Director for 
reputation and organisational behaviour.

dr Kunal Basu university reader in 
Marketing, was appointed in January 2008 
as programme Director for reputation and 
Marketing.

Blake Clayton Dphil student, was 
awarded a doctoral affiliation with the 
centre working with Dr David barron on 
reputation and organisational behaviour.

dr William Harvey joined the centre in 
2009 as a research Fellow working with 
professor tim Morris.

dr Christopher mcKenna university reader 
in business History and strategy, was 
appointed in January 2008 as programme 
Director for reputation and strategy.

Professor tim morris professor of 
Management studies, was appointed in 
January 2008 as programme Director for 
reputation and organisational structures 
and Governance.

Professor Alan morrison professor of 
Finance, was appointed in January 2008 
as programme Director for reputation and 
Finance.

milena mueller Dphil student, was awarded 
a doctoral affiliation with the centre in 

2008, working with Dr kunal basu on 
reputation and Marketing.

dr steve new university Lecturer in 
operations Management, was appointed in 
January 2008 as programme Director for 
reputation and operations.

dr rowena olegario senior research Fellow 
and case study editor, was appointed  
in 2009.

Andrea Polo Dphil student was awarded a 
doctoral affiliation with the centre in 2009 
working with professor colin Mayer.

dr meredith rolfe joined the centre in 
october 2008 as a senior research Fellow 
working with Dr David barron.

dr Jonathan silberstein-loeb joined the 
centre in october 2008 as a research 
Fellow working with Dr chris Mckenna.

dr Aaron thegeya joined the centre in 
2009 as a research Fellow working with 
professor alan Morrison.

dr Basak yakis douglas joined the centre 
in 2009 as a research Fellow working with 
professor richard whittington.

tamar yogev joined the centre in 2009 as 
a research Fellow working with steve new.

AffiliAtes
dr dana Brown university Lecturer 
in international business, university  
of oxford.

Alexander Guembel toulouse school 
of economics (iae and iDei, university  
of toulouse). 

danielle logue Dphil student, was awarded 
a bursary by the centre in 2009.

Professor thomas noe ernest butten 
professor of Management studies saïd 
business school and professorial Fellow 
and Director of Management studies  
balliol college. 

dr Kasim randeree research Fellow, 
became affiliated with the centre in 2009 
as a research Fellow working in the bt 
centre for Major programme Management.

Professor richard Whittington professor 
of strategic Management, university  
of oxford.
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corporate reputation is a broad 
topic, implicit and often explicit 
in almost every aspect of 
business as well as society. 

As the survival and prosperity of the 
modern corporation has become less a 
function of the physical resources it holds 
and more a function of the faith held in 
it as a viable going concern, reputational 
dynamics play an increasing role in the 
creation and maintenance of economic 
and social welfare. firms must concern 
themselves with their reputations, as 
reputational degradation can carry with 
it loss of the tangible and intangible 
resources essential for prosperity and 
survival over time. likewise, society 
must concern itself with corporate 
reputation, as we rely on it to judge the 
characteristics, consistency, and stability 
of the firms that undergird our economy 
and contribute to, or detract from, our 
collective welfare over time. 

the centre is firmly focused on providing 
rigorous interdisciplinary insights into 
this important topic. since joining the 
centre i have spent my time meeting and 
getting to know the centre’s research 
team, identifying and connecting the 
threads underpinning all the research, and 
implementing a research infrastructure that 
will bring further momentum and cohesion 
to the centre. i have been very impressed 
by the scope, breadth and quality of 
research that is underway, as well as the 
quality of the researchers conducting it. 
they have been doing great things, and 
greater things remain on the horizon.

mike Barnett, research director

reseArCH stAtement
the following three broad themes stand out and will help orient our research 
agenda moving forward.

(re)defining reputation

What is a corporate reputation? Despite its omnipresence, or perhaps because of it, corporate 
reputation has been conceptualized in myriad and often inconsistent ways. To advance knowledge 
about corporate reputation efficiently and effectively, we must first develop conceptual clarity. In 
particular, how does corporate reputation relate to and interact with other concepts such as image, 
identity, brand, trust, legitimacy, and others? Thus, we aim to develop a clear conceptualization of 
corporate reputation and its relationship with and distinctiveness from related concepts.

returns to reputation

Is it worth the trouble, over the long run, to create and maintain a good reputation? We seek to 
measure the costs and benefits of developing, maintaining, and rebuilding corporate reputation. 
Clearly reputational capital is not as fungible as cash. Some have described such intangible capital as 
if it were composed of “chits” that firms cash in when needed, but it remains unclear how such chits 
could be used in practice. How does a firm liquidate its reputational capital? Can it do so intentionally, 
or does strategic use of reputational capital threaten its value? The shelf life of reputational capital 
has not been measured; nor has it been ascertained if one gains a sort of interest rate on stored 
reputational capital. Thus, we seek to develop an understanding of how firms invest, store, and 
expend reputational capital.

reputation as regulation

The desire to develop and safeguard reputation leads firms to regulate their behaviour in certain ways. 
Firms tend to prefer such market forms of regulation over government regulation, as it may be more 
efficient. Then again, reputation may be an imperfect form of regulation as well, failing to punish 
firms sufficiently for poor behaviour or reward them for good behaviour. Thus, we seek to develop 
an understanding of the conditions under which reputation is efficient and effective as a means of 
corporate control. Further, we seek to explain the political, cultural, and historical dynamics that 
shape the use of reputational dynamics to regulate markets. 

In the following pages, we describe the Centre’s ongoing research within the three 
broad themes of our research agenda.
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(re)defininG rePutAtion 
‘Firm Reputation Formation and Redemption; Theory and Experiment’ 
aims to discover the most efficient means of redeeming a lost reputation. 
Is it simply returning to good behaviour standards or is it best to 
augment standard changes with investment in corporate change? This 
project is being supervised by Professor Thomas H Noe, University of 
Oxford, Professor Michael J Rebello, School of Management, University 
of Texas at Dallas and Dr Thomas A Rietz, Henry B Tippie College of 
Business, University of Iowa. The research aims to extend the literature 
on reputation formation by developing and testing a dynamic model 
of reputation formation in order to understand both theoretically and 
behaviourally (through experiment) how opportunities for redemption 
affect the reputation building behaviour of firms.

thomas noe writes 
“perhaps the most interesting 
finding i have come up with this 
year relates to the dark side of 
corporate democracy. i discovered 
that when shareholders are 
unsure of the honesty of the 
board, increasing shareholder 
democracy, by making it less 
costly for outside shareholders 

to remove or censure boards, can actually harm corporate 
performance. this finding arises because outsiders, armed with 
less information than the board, rely on proxy information, e.g., 
current earnings, when judging a board. the fear of outsider 
shareholders’ censure leads good boards to become timid and 
bad boards to become manipulative. Good boards become 
timid because, fearing censure, they avoid decisions that look 
suspicious but, given their private information, increase firm 
value. Bad boards become manipulative because they can 
use operating policy to manipulate proxy information, thereby 
making it hard for outsiders to detect their malfeasance. Good-
board timidity and bad-board manipulation can be much more 
costly than simple board cronyism. this finding leads me to 
conclude that shareholder participation in corporate governance 
should focus on ex ante selection of honest directors and 
good management systems rather than second-guessing board 
compensation and operating policies.”

‘

Reputation and Relations: the Dynamics of Reputation Formation’ 
aims to provide a better understanding of how individuals translate 
their perceptions and evaluations of companies into both attitudes and 
behaviour. Dr Meredith Rolfe and Dr David Barron of the University of 
Oxford, hope this will enable better prediction of the impact of corporate 
actions and reactions on corporate reputation. Aiming to fill a gap in the 
academic literature concerning reputation they will take a closer empirical 
look at the individual level processes of social interpretation and evaluation 
that underlie the social construction of corporate reputation by means of 
national surveys and experimental protocols. 

meredith rolfe writes: 
“we initiated a major survey to 
investigate public evaluations of 
corporations. the first 4 rounds  
of surveys have been 
administered in Britain and 
Germany, and surveys will be 
completed by summer 2010. 
the surveys will allow us to learn 
more about why the public holds 

a positive view of some companies, and a more negative view 
of others. we have also initiated a project investigating whether 
public support for regulation and/or opposition to corporate 
political influence increases following a major corporate crisis. 
we are scheduled to conduct a series of laboratory experiments 
during the coming academic year. we also gathered material 
from both academic and popular media sources on the use of 
the term “corporate reputation” and “reputation” more generally. 
our initial analysis of the words most commonly associated with 
the term “reputation” highlights some potentially interesting 
differences between the us and the uK perspectives on 
reputation. investigating measurement of corporate reputation 
we have identified lack of appropriate and easy to access data 
as a major impediment to academic research on corporate 
reputation and have produced a working paper.”
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‘The Impact of Major Programme Failure on Corporate Reputation’ 
explores the reputational damage limitation which comes into play when 
a major programme fails to achieve its intended outcome on time and 
within budget. This research investigates the extent to which public bodies 
and corporations anticipate the likely onset of programme set-backs and 
failures and the damage limitation methods employed. Dr Janet Smart and 
Dr Kasim Randeree of the BT Centre for Major Programme Management at 
the Saïd Business School will also question how the clients and customers 
of a corporate body involved in a failing programme take action to protect 
themselves from reputational damage. This research aims to provide an 
understanding of the reputation management attitudes and practices and 
seeks to highlight how anticipating possible project failure can affect legal 
and commercial attitudes and practices. 

Kasim randeree writes: 
“failures in major programmes 
are in the public eye, due to their 
scale, the involvement of public 
facilities and infrastructure 
and because of the heavy 
investment of public funds. 
My work examines the olympic 
Games as a case on major 
programmes, with a view to 

evaluating key questions on the intersections between the three 
areas of corporate (stakeholder) reputation, major programme 
management and programme failure. programme managers 
need to broaden their understanding of what represents failure 
in a major programme context and lack awareness of the impact 
major programme failure has on reputation.”

‘Business Journalism and Corporate Reputation in Europe’ aims to 
understand the role of business journalists in creating and influencing 
corporate reputation. Dr Jonathan Silberstein-Loeb is undertaking this 
comparative study of business journalism throughout Europe. The study 
will consider the way in which corporations and journalists perceive each 
other and interact.

Jonathan silberstein-loeb writes: 
“i have now conducted over 
a hundred interviews with the 
visiting fellows of the centre 
for corporate Reputation and 
with journalists at all the major 
national newspapers in Britain. 
thanks to the cooperation of the 
centre’s visiting fellows, these 
interviews have given me an 

important insight into the role of the media in corporate decision 
making as well as the perception that journalists have of the 
businesses about which they report. this evidence will help me 
to frame research questions as i move forward with the empirical 
part of my research.”

(re)defininG rePutAtion
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‘Strategy Communications: Adoption, Content and Impacts’ analyses 
the adoption of formal strategy communications by global corporations. 
As more and more corporations communicate their strategies externally 
through presentations, updates, meetings and websites, it is timely 
to consider how central these strategy communications have become 
to corporate reputation. Professor Richard Whittington and Dr Basak 
Yakis-Douglas of the University of Oxford are carrying out this research. 
In addition to investigating the messages that are communicated, this 
research hopes to determine the impact of these communications, 
particularly on share-prices and analyst and media commentary. 

Basak yakis-douglas writes: 
“the research is divided into 
three areas. firstly we will 
analyse the adoption of formal 
strategy communications by 
leading global corporations, as 
reflected in both the media and 
corporate websites. secondly we 
will understand what corporations 
typically communicate with 

regard to strategy through a content analysis of corporate 
websites. thirdly we will determine the impacts of these strategy 
communications, in particular on share-prices and analyst and 
media commentary. we have drawn a stratified sample of 357 
companies from fortune Global 500 companies within the 
years 1980-2009 and are currently in the process of collecting 
panel data over these three decades.Data collection of strategy 
communications carried out by fortune Global 500 companies  
is complete and analysis is due to start soon.”

“ the studies outlined here help to redefine 

reputation by analyzing the processes that 

create, damage and rebuild reputations.  

they analyze these processes as they occur 

across levels and through various means  

of communication.”
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‘Labour Markets and Global Talent’ assesses the causes of and differences 
in the internal, intermediary and external reputations of organizations. 
When a multinational organization has multiple reputations, dependent 
upon who is talking about what aspect of the company and where in the 
world they are located, it is complex to understand how a global brand can 
be formed and maintained. Professor Tim Morris and Dr Will Harvey of the 
University of Oxford, in conjunction with Professor Royston Greenwood, 
Professor Danny Miller and Dr Samantha Fairclough from the University 
of Alberta, are exploring the way transnational organizations manage 
different operations and branches and to what extent they can manage 
their reputations. The manner in which third parties, such as recruiters 
and career services, make reputational judgements about particular firms 
will also be investigated. The project aims to understand the validity of the 
term ‘reputation’ when, potentially, organizations hold many reputations at 
different times. 

Will Harvey writes:  
“we are developing research 
projects which focus around 
the meaning and development 
of reputations in client and 
labour markets. the first 
analyses the reputation of a 
major management consultancy 
firm from the perspective of 
multiple stakeholders across 

europe. the second, in collaboration with leading scholars from 
canada, looks at the ways in which transnational organisations 
manage different operations and branches. the project aims 
to understand the validity of the term ‘reputation’ when, 
potentially, organisations hold many reputations at different 
times. the third focuses on the role of intermediaries in labour 
markets, from career services and executive search firms 
and in particular looks at how these groups form opinions 
of organisations, which in turn shape the views of potential 
employees.”

‘CSR Innovation and Corporate Reputation: a Cross Cultural Perspective’ 
compares CSR activities and innovations in developed and developing 
countries. As consumers become increasingly conscious of company 
commitments to social responsibility, this research explores whether 
innovations in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) are a means 
for companies to adapt to changing environments and expectations. 
Examining the links between innovations in CSR and their effects on 
Corporate Reputation is the focus of a cross cultural study conducted by 
Dr Kunal Basu and Milena Mueller DPhil student. It will examine how far 
CSR can have a role in determining the future behaviour of a company and 
whether this role makes a company more able to manage reputational risk. 

milena mueller writes:  
“we have started an extended 
literature review which will be 
completed by January 2010 
and we have started to specify 
our case protocols. we have 
begun networking with potential 
collaborators in india and 
are in contact with Dr sourav 
Mukherji, Associate professor 

of organization & strategy, indian institute of Management 
Bangalore. A work visit to iMM Bangalore to discuss details of 
the collaboration is scheduled for early January 2010.” 

returns to rePutAtion
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‘Corporate Reputation and the Supply Chain: Provenance, Traceability 
and Information’ explores the extent to which consumers can hold firms 
accountable for the supply chain and how far the firms themselves 
understand the provenance of what they procure, particularly when supply 
chains are complex and fluid. Corporate reputations are increasingly 
dependent on issues arising from the supply chain – factory working 
conditions, component or ingredient safety and ethical issues concerning 
the environment, politics etc. Dr Steve New, University of Oxford, is leading 
this research working with Tamar Yogev. Through a series of case studies 
in both industrial and consumer markets the study will examine how and 
why samples of contrasting organisations know and reveal the provenance 
of goods. 

steve new writes: 
“we will soon be starting to 
carry out interviews at the 
first case company, Argos 
plc. A book chapter based on 
preliminary work for this study 
has been recently published (see 
publications) new, s.J. (2009). 
“supply chain traceability and 
product provenance: challenges 

for theory and practice. two further projects are underway by 
fourth year engineering, economics and Management students 
on work related to the overall project. Ming lin cheung is 
investigating the technology of traceability, developing a review 
of current and future technologies; Dominic Ho is pursuing a 
specific examination of traceability of building products, using 
the recent controversy relating to the potential health risks of 
chinese plasterboard (‘drywall’) in the united states.”

“ the studies outlined here demonstrate the 

returns to reputation through analysis of the 

effects of reputation on employee recruitment, 

firm adaptability to changing market conditions, 

and the stability of supply chains.”
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‘Using Reputational Sanctions to Enforce Corporate Regulation’ explores 
whether corporate regulation, penalties or sanctions make a difference to 
company behaviour or reputation. The focus of the research project is to 
examine empirically the impact of reputational enforcement against UK 
public companies by three principal public agencies involved in enforcing 
corporate and securities laws. The three agencies are the Takeover Panel, 
the Financial Services Authority and the Financial Reporting Council. This 
project, involving Professor John Armour, University of Oxford, Faculty of 
Law, Professor Colin Mayer of the Saïd Business School and Andrea Polo, 
DPhil student at the Saïd Business School, will contribute significantly  
to the understanding and influence of sanctions in the regulation of  
UK corporations. 

Andrea Polo writes: 
“the objective of our research is 
to empirically examine the loss 
of reputation attached to public 
statements of misconduct issued 
by financial regulators upon uK 
public listed companies. uK 
public corporations are subject 
to relatively little enforcement 
in relation to their corporate 

and securities law obligations, as compared to their us 
counterparts, notwithstanding the many similarities in ownership 
structure. However, it is also a stylised fact that uK financial 
regulators, such as the takeover panel, the financial Reporting 
council, and the financial services Authority, traditionally 
rely heavily on “naming and shaming” as opposed to formal 
legal sanctions. we want to verify whether this stylised fact is 
actually reflected in the data and in the supervisory approach of 
the three institutions. examining enforcement actions initiated 
by different kinds of authorities on different kinds of abuses, 
we can identify which violations produce higher reputational 
sanctions.”

‘The Changing Role of Reputation in IPO Underwriting’ examines the 
ways in which investment bankers extract rent from their reputations in 
IPO underwriting deals, and the ways that this rent extraction is affected 
by regulation. Led by Prof Tim Jenkinson, Dr Howard Jones and Dr Mark 
Abrahamson, of the University of Oxford, this project will explore whether 
legal restrictions on investment banker activity reduce the value of 
investment banker reputation, weakening the relationship between bank 
underwriting fees and reputation. It also considers whether restrictions 
on investment banker actions increase or reduce the efficiency of the 
underwriting process. The research will start by creating and maintaining 
a worldwide IPO database, which synthesizes incomplete Dealogic and 
Thompson databases, coupled with performance data from Datastream. 
These will be used as the basis for an extensive econometric study. 

mark Abrahamson writes: 
“our paper “why don’t us ipo 
issuers demand european fees?” 
reports the extraordinary fact that 
us issuers pay approximately 
twice as much as european 
issuers for initial public offerings. 
As the same banks, boasting 
equivalent reputations across 
the Atlantic, charge such 

different fees, the paper concludes that the pricing wedge is 
driven by banking competition. we are extending our dataset 
of commissions paid by uK pension funds and enlarging an 
existing analysis assessing the impact of regulation change in 
uK investment management. using freedom of information 
legislation we have doubled the size of the dataset. finally, we 
are assembling a state-of-the-art european ipo underpricing 
dataset to form the basis for a third paper, with Howard Jones, 
that addresses the measurement of ipo reputation outside the 
united states.”

rePutAtion As reGulAtion
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‘Investment Banking Structure and Reputation’ is the topic of research led 
by Prof Alan Morrison, Dr Aaron Thegeya, University of Oxford and  
W. J. Wilhelm, and Carola Schenone, University of Virginia. Reputation is 
important in finance and economics as a medium for enforcing agreements 
where the formal law has little traction. An agent or an agency with a 
reputation at stake is likely to keep its promises even when there are no 
legal sanctions for breaking them. This observation lies at the heart of 
many recent advances in the economics of institutions, and can help us 
to understand the informal, but nevertheless very complex, mechanisms 
that underlie developed market economies. The purpose of this research 
project is to consider and to understand the ways in which investment 
banker reputation, syndicate relationships, and personnel movements  
are related. 

Aaron thegeya writes: 
“we have assembled a unique 
database of investment banking 
syndicates data that spans the 
period 1933 through 2009. we 
have also gathered information on 
the movement of key employees 
between investment banks from 
the 1950s to the present day. 
we have devoted some time to 

creating a relational database, using MysQl, which allows us 
to carry out complex data queries. we have also created social 
network analysis tools that enable us to dynamically create 
and track syndicates over time, as well as perform econometric 
analysis. we are currently analysing the composition of 
syndicates throughout the sample period, and are starting to 
relate standard measures of investment bank reputation to 
centrality in syndicate networks.” 

“ the studies outlined here provide an enriched 

perspective on the regulatory role of reputation, 

with a particular emphasis on the effects of 

reputation on behavior in the finance sector, 

but also with interesting studies of the response 

to chinese product recalls as well as broader 

historical analyses of the development of 

reputation and its effects on firm behavior.”
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‘Made in China: Corporate Strategies for Protecting Reputation’ explores 
the lengths that international companies will go to in order to protect their 
reputations, particularly with regard to the information strategies that firms 
use to influence public perception and the policy responses to concerns 
over Chinese products. As we witness the recall of Chinese made products 
on health and safety grounds, the subsequent effects on the reputations 
of the large international firms which depend upon these products is 
potentially damaging. Dr Dana Brown, and Blake C Clayton, DPhil student, 
University of Oxford, explore how firms lobby on the image of Chinese 
products and labour conditions and the variety of information strategies 
that are employed, from testifying as an expert witness to commissioning 
research projects. 

dana Brown writes: 
“in washington D.c. i conducted 
approximately 25 interviews 
with lobbyists, interest groups 
and policy makers, and 
attended rallies and hearings 
concerned with new product 
safety legislation. the research 
is focused on the strategies that 
firms utilise to promote and 

protect the image of a country of origin. My argument is that 
the institutional context and underlying norms in country or 
region where firms are operating will impact effective strategies 
for managing reputation of country origin. i aim to identify the 
contextual factors that matter in reputation management through 
a detailed analysis of public debates and the policy process 
concerning chinese made products.” 

‘Creating Global Institutions to Police Corporate Reputation: The Evolution 
of Trust and Transparency’ provides an historical perspective on the 
formation of corporate reputation. Dr Christopher McKenna, Dr Rowena 
Olegario and Dr Jonathan Silberstein-Loeb of the University of Oxford 
explore the relationship between institutional change and reputation and 
the essential element of trust in this relationship. For example, distrust 
between the public and the corporation led to the creation of licensing 
requirements, antitrust law, and the modification of property rights.  
The strategic employment of reputation, with the creation of brands and 
trademarks in an attempt to develop cooperation, will be examined. The 
question of how the asset ‘reputational capital’ can be created, maintained, 
destroyed and rebuilt will be investigated.

Chris mcKenna writes: 
“i have given papers related to 
this research at the Business 
History conference in Milan, 
at the Queen Mary, university 
of london, and in the seiB 
working paper conference in 
the Business school at oxford. i 
have also participated in public 
forums on white collar crime, 

including panels sponsored by oxford Analytica, Barclays Bank, 
the entrepreneurship centre in saïd Business school, and the 
law firm, novak Druce, in west palm Beach, florida. in March, 
in association with the esRc, i will be hosting a conference 
on corporate Reputation and American culture in the saïd 
Business school in which i will also be presenting my current 
research. As part of my ongoing research into white collar crime, 
i visited archives at the Harvard Business school and have 
been interviewing accountants and lawyers about the historical 
development of tax havens in switzerland, Bermuda, and the 
caymans.” 

rePutAtion As reGulAtion
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Jonathan silberstein-loeb writes: 
“the first of my published 
articles this year concerns the 
potentially adverse effects 
that close relationships with 
government may have on the 
reputation of media companies. 
the second, which will appear in 
the winter issue of the Business 
History Review, concerns the 

historical development of the media industry in Britain. 

A longer-term perspective on the history of the media industry 
will help us to understand how different market structures and 
business models affect the relationship between journalism and 
corporate reputation. i also wrote a book chapter on the nature 
of corporate reputation, which appears in Reputation capital: 
Building and Maintaining trust in the 21st century (Berlin, 
2009). this chapter explores the characteristics of corporate 
reputation as a form of information and grapples with ideas 
about how reputation is propagated in different markets.”

rowena olegario writes: 
“i have recently submitted 
two pieces of work based on 
original research, one of which 
will be incorporated into my 
book on the global spread of 
credit reporting institutions 
during the twentieth century. 
the other piece, an article 
entitled “‘Racial peculiarities 

and characteristics’: American Businesses Assess foreign 
Merchants in the interwar period (1919-1940),” examines the 
reputations of traders who were considered “exotic” by American 
exporters in the early part of the twentieth century. the article 
uses reputation to investigate the complex cultural assumptions 
about racial and ethnic hierarchies that underlay the practices 
of international trade. i am also exploring how the reputations of 
firms and individuals became institutionalised, packaged, and 
disseminated during the course of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries for a book on the history of credit in America (Harvard 
university press).” 

Joint Activities: silberstein-loeb researched and wrote a case 
study on the rise and fall of Arcandor, edited by olegario, 
which McKenna has tested in his MBA strategy course and 
in undergraduate tutorials, and which is nearly ready for 
publication. Both silberstein-loeb and McKenna have organised 
and held nine seminars (three per term) at the business school 
on various topics relating to the historical development of 
corporate reputation. these papers, given by leading academics, 
will form the core of an edited volume on business history 
and corporate reputation that they plan to publish with oxford 
university press. 
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PuBliCAtions
Barnett, m. l. “one voice, but whose voice? 

exploring what drives trade association activity”. 

business & society (Forthcoming); social 

science research network recent Hits top 10 

papers for Journal of ern: social choice; clubs, 

committees; associations (welfare) (#4) 

 – 19 aug – 18 oct 2009.

Barnett m. l. “strategic learning”. 

in D. teece and M. augier (eds.), palgrave 

encyclopedia of strategic Management. London, 

uk: palgrave Macmillan. (Forthcoming).

Harvey, W.s. “Methodological approaches 

for interviewing elites”. Geography compass 

(forthcoming).

mcKenna, C. “the challenge of remaining 

innovative: insights from twentieth-century 

american business”. (stanford university 

press). 

morrison, A and White, l (2009) “Level playing 

Fields in international Financial regulation”.  

in: the Journal of Finance, June vol LxiV, no 3.

new, s.J. (2009). “supply chain traceability 

and product provenance: challenges for theory 

and practice”. in: supply chain Management 

and Logistics in a Volatile Global environment. 

(sweeney, e. ed.). Dublin: blackhall press. 

89-98.

new, s.J. and Brown, d. (2008). “politics, 

provenance and pain in product recalls: the 

Mattel disaster”. euroma 2008, university of 

Groningen, June 15-18.

noe, t. “tunnel-proofing the executive suite: 

transparency, temptation, and the design of 

executive compensation”. review of Financial 

studies 22, 4849-4880 (lead article), 2009.

noe, t. “stock market liquidity and firm 

performance: wall street rule or wall street 

rules?” (with V. Fang, and s. tice). Journal of 

Financial economics 94, 150-169, 2009.

olegario, r. “credit information, institutions, 

and international trade: the u.k., u.s., and 

Germany, 1850-1930.” power, institutions,  

and Global Markets, (forthcoming).

olegario, r. “’racial peculiarities and 

characteristics’: american businesses assess 

Foreign Merchants in the interwar period (1919-

1940).” (submitted to a leading journal  

of american history).

randeree, K. Al youha, H., “strategic 

Management of performance: an examination 

of public sector organizations in the united 

arab emirates”, the international Journal of 

knowledge, culture and change Management, 

Vol. 9, no. 4, pp. 123-134, 2009.

rolfe, m. (2009) “conditional choice”. 

Handbook of analytical sociology, eds.  

peter Hedström and peter bearman. 

rolfe, m., klofstad, c. a., Mcclurg, s.D. 

(2009) “Measurement of political Discussion 

networks: a comparison of two ‘name 

Generator’ procedures” public opinion Quarterly 

73(3):462-483.

silberstein-loeb, J. (2009) “the structure 

of the news market in britain, 1870-1914”.  

the business History review, (forthcoming).

silberstein-loeb, J. (2009) “Media, Government, 

and industrial policy: a reply to professor 

putnis” Media History, (forthcoming).

silberstein-loeb, J. (2009) “reuters” and 

“Media” in the encyclopedia of business in 

today’s world, ed. c. wankel.

silberstein-loeb, J. (2009) “reputation or: How 

i Learned to stop worrying and Love the Market” 

reputation capital. building and Maintaining 

trust in the 21st century, eds. J. klewes, and  

r. wreschniok. 

yogev, t. (forthcoming) “the social construction 

of Quality: status Dynamics in the Market for 

contemporary art.” socio-economic review.

yogev, t. “the art of Fixation” Ynet (Yediot 

ahronot online) 22 october 2009 (in Hebrew).
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WorKinG PAPers
Barnett, m. l. see no evil? Limits on stakeholder 

attention and the social control of business – 

invited to revise and resubmit at academy of 

Management review.

Barnett, m. l. but it really pays to be really 

good: addressing the shape of the relationship 

between social and financial performance (with 

rob salomon) - under review at academy of 

Management Journal.

Barnett, m. l. Feeling no pain? psychological 

influences on firms’ responses to stakeholder 

feedback. 

Barnett, m. l. toward a reputational theory 

of the industry.

Barnett, m. l. the Helios paradox: an alternative 

perspective on how success breeds failure.

Barnett, m. l. Does it pay to be good to the 

academy? Measuring career returns to journal 

editorship. (with randy evans, Lisa Lambert, 

& sherry sullivan; partially funded by southern 

Management association).

Barnett, m. l. oxford Handbook of corporate 

reputation.

Guembel, A. Managerial Legacies, entrenchment 

and strategic inertia (with catherine casamatta 

toulouse school of economics and europlace 

institute of Finance).

noe, t. product market efficiency: the bright 

side of myopic, uninformed, and passive 

external finance (with M. rebello and t. rietz).

noe, t. activists, raiders, and directors: 

opportunism and the balance of corporate 

power (with M. rebello and M. sonti).

noe, t. to each according to her luck and 

power: optimal corporate governance and 

compensation policy in a dynamic world  

(with M. rebello). 

rolfe, m. equality and identity: the gender gap in 

u.s. politics (with scott blinder). 

rolfe, m. ties that bind too tight: network-

based social capital.

rolfe, m. social context and the ethnic wage 

Gap (with ott toomet and Marco van der Leij). 

rolfe, m. Do females always prefer the welfare 

state: the gender gap in african public opinion 

(with adrienne Lebas). 

rolfe, m. Measuring corporate reputation (with 

David barron).Yogev, t. cultural imperialism and 

cultural Flows: Global Dynamics in the Market  

for contemporary art. 

yogev, t. Field composition and Field change: 

a cultural-institutional approach. 

yogev,t. the rising risk of Mortality among 

singles: Meta-analysis and Meta-regression 

(with roelfs, David J., eran shor, rachel kalish).
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seminArs, WorKsHoPs,  
leCtures And invited  
PresentAtions

Barnett, mike

•  erasmus university, Rotterdam school of 

Management, Rotterdam, the netherlands. 

Dec. 2009. The business case for 
corporate social responsibility: A few twists 
and turns.

•  Academy of Management conference, 

chicago, ilinois, 2009. Forging a path 
forward: How to get more value from 
management research. showcase 

symposium, sponsored by Bps, oMt,  

and oB Divisions. 

•  Academy of Management conference, 

August chicago, ilinois, 2009. Taking a 
chit: Cognitive constraints on stakeholder 
response to corporate misconduct. 

•  13th international conference on 

corporate Reputation, Brand, Identity, 
and Competitiveness. Amsterdam, 

the netherlands May 2009. Toward 
a reputational theory of the industry. 

Brown, dana

•  instituto de empresa in Madrid and eM 

lyon Business school. The Politics of 
Provenance: Designing Effective Non-
Market Strategy. invited speaker. 

Harvey, Will

•  networks conference at nuffield college, 

university of oxford, June, 2009. 

Networks, highly skilled migrants and 
reputation.

•  Royal Geographical society – institute of 

British Geographers’ Annual conference, 

university of Manchester, August, 2009. 

Work, employment and reputation among 
highly skilled British expatriates in 
Vancouver.

•  Department of Geography, university 

of oxford, october, 2009. seminar 

presentation, Methodological approaches 
for interviewing elites.

•  school talk at Radley college, november, 

2009. The reputation of Eni in the 
Republic of Congo.

•  seminar presentation at Jesus college, 

university of oxford, november, 2009. 

Analysing the reputation of Eni in the 
Republic of Congo.

new, steve 

•  Møller centre, churchill college, 

cambridge.13th ciM international 

Manufacturing symposium, september 

2008. The Mattel recall crisis: politics and 
process in product recalls (with Brown, D.) 

•  corporate Responsibility Research 

conference, Queen’s university Belfast, 

september 2009. Corporate responsibility 
and product recalls: the Mattel case 

(with Brown, D). 

•  oxford-Achilles working Group on 

corporate social Responsibility seminar, 

saïd Business school, february 2009. 

Learning from Mattel: Politics and Process 
in Product Recalls. (with Brown, D). 

olegario, rowena

•  saïd Business school, university of oxford, 

May 2009. Credit Information, Trust, and 
Institutions: How People Around the World 
Decided what was Creditworthy during the 
20th Century.

•  european Business History conference, 

Milan, italy, June 2009. American 
Businesses Assess Foreign Buyers in the 
Interwar Period.

•  society for the Advancement of socio-

economics conference, paris, france,  

July 2009. The Institutional Aspects 
of Trade Credit: A Historian’s View. 

•  world economic History congress Meeting, 

utrecht, netherlands, August 2009.  

The Institutional and Social Aspects of 
Trade Credit in the United States and 
Western Europe: A Historiography. 
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rolfe, meredith

•  cABdyn seminar, saïd Business school, 

oxford university, 2008. Voting Together: 
how social networks affect the emergent 
norm of voter turnout. 

•  Measurement and Causality lectures, 
oxford DpiR graduate students, 2008-

2009 

•  nuffield-oii social networks seminar, 

oxford, Jan 2009. Voting Together: How 
Social Networks Affect the Norm of Voter 
Turnout. 

•  university of Alicante, May 2009 

The Value of Friends, Department 

of economics seminar.

•  nuffield college, oxford university, 

June 2009. Measuring Social Networks, 
network Measurement workshop.

•  university of Michigan. July 2009. Social 
Dynamics and Political Behavior, empirical 

implications of theoretical Models 

summer workshop.

silberstein-loeb, Jonathan 

•  Inside Ofcom lecture series, ofcom, 

london, invited lecture.

•  ECRS Symposium, Munich, invited lecture.

•  university of oxford, invited paper, 

Long 19th century seminar. 

•  university of oxford, session chair, Oxford 
Social Media Convention. 

•  World Economic History Congress, utrecht.

•  Annual Meeting of the Society for the 
Advancement of Socio-Economics (sAse), 

paris.

•  European Business History Association 

(eBHA), Milan.

•  stanford university, sixth conference 
on innovation journalism.

•  Hebrew university, invited lecture, history 
department.

•  saïd Business school, university of 

oxford, invited paper, Corporate reputation 
seminar.

•  university of york, invited paper, 

Economic history seminar. 

•  university of cambridge, invited paper, 

Economic history seminar.

•  university of oxford, invited paper, Modern 
British and European roundtable seminar. 

•  university of cambridge, invited paper, 

Cultural history seminar. 

noe, thomas

•  lancaster university, uK, 11 november, 

2009. paper presented: Product market 
efficiency: The bright side of myopic, 
uninformed, and passive external finance. 

•  erasmus university, netherlands, 

20 october 2009. paper presented: 

Product market efficiency: The bright 
side of myopic, uninformed, and passive 
external finance.

•  tilberg university, netherlands, 19 october 

2009. paper presented: Product market 
efficiency: The bright side of myopic, 
uninformed, and passive external finance.

•  university of salamanca, spain, 21 May 

2009. paper presented: Product market 
efficiency: The bright side of myopic, 
uninformed, and passive external finance.

•  American finance Association, 4 January 

2009, san francisco, california. paper 

presented: To each according to her wealth 
and power: Corporate governance in a 
dynamic world.
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the centre has appointed  
a group of the world’s leading 
academics, specialising in 
reputation issues, to be affiliated 
with the research work of the 
centre for corporate reputation. 

1.  Professor edward Balleisen, 
Duke university 

2.  Professor ronald Burt, 
university of chicago Booth school  
of Business

3.  Professor Guo Guoqing, 
Renmin university of china 

4.  Professor Gregory Jackson, 
university of Bath

5.  Professor Christopher Kobrak, 
escp-eAp 

6.  Professor Guido Palazzo, 
Hec, lausanne 

7.  Professor david vogel, 
university of california, Berkeley 

8.  Professor Harrie vredenburg, 
university of calgary 

internAtionAl  
reseArCH felloWs

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8
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the centre’s flagship reputation 
and executive Leadership 
programme for senior executives 
took place in June 2009*. 

this invitation only three day residential 
programme included the involvement of 
some 25 visiting fellows as members  
of expert panels and was attended by  
a group of very senior participants from 
major global companies. their invaluable 
contribution was much appreciated by all 
involved in the programme. following the 
evaluation of this programme revisions 
are underway for a further programme  
in June 2010.

2010 will see the rolling out of a 
leadership programme for senior decision-
makers hosted by our visiting fellows and 
involving senior oxford university faculty. 
the centre will also be developing 
bespoke education programmes for 
clients during the course of the year. 

* Outline: Reputation and Executive Leadership programme 2009

day 0

the transition to top Leadership

day 1

Defining reputation: identifying key issues and challenges

creating and Maintaining reputation

reputation Drivers and risks: keeping reality, rhetoric and reputation aligned

stakeholders and How they interact and Drive reputation 

Measuring reputation and reputational risk

why the Media Matters

day 2

case study: british nuclear Fuels Ltd: preparing a company for an ipo

understanding threats to reputation and Measures to Mitigate risk

role play: counteracting natural Decision-Making biases and traps

reputation in M&a and Financial Markets

the Hr Dimension: board Values into corporate action

reputation in a Globalised context: the challenge for Multinational companies  

in Managing national cultural reputations

Discussion: anatomy of a reputation Meltdown and recovery

day 3

Managing and surviving a reputational crisis

eduCAtion
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visitinG felloWs
we are honoured  
to have secured the 
services and support of 
77 Visiting Fellows from 
the highest echelons 
of Government, 
industry, the Media, the 
professions and other 
external institutions. 

in 2009 we were delighted 
to add sir ian prosser’s 
name to our group of visiting 
fellows. committing their 
time to the centre in 2009 
various of these individuals 
have taken part in a seminar 
series for centre Research 
staff; played a critical 
role in the Reputation and 
leadership programme in 
June 2009; provided access 
to key personnel for the 
development of case studies, 
and generously supported  
of the work of the centre.  
the business experience of 
the centre’s Global Advisory 
Board continues to help shape 
our research development 
and the involvement of 
our visiting fellows in our 
teaching programmes has 
been invaluable. 

A full listing of the centre’s 
visiting fellows is printed 
here. for detailed profiles  
visit the centre website.  
this appointment is subject 
to an annual review by the 
centre. each visiting fellow  
is automatically placed for  
re-election every three years.

sameer al ansari

baroness Valerie amos

norman askew

brendan barber

Lionel barber

John barton

roger carr

stephen catlin

peter cawdron

stuart chambers

Doug Daft

Guy Dawson

Hugo Dixon

Mario Draghi

terry Duddy

steve easterbrook

phil evans

bill Forrester

philippa Foster back obe

stephen Francis

sir roy Gardner

sergey Generalov

anthony Gordon Lennox

andrew Gowers

Lord tony Grabiner Qc

andrew Grant

tony Habgood

andy Haste

andy Hornby

Johannes Huth

Mary Jo Jacobi

Lord robin Janvrin

Lady barbara Judge

Fred kempe

Justin king

John kingman

will Lawes

allan Leighton

carol Leonard

bo Lerenius

simon Lewis

simon Lorne

stefano Lucchini

sir Laurie Magnus

David Mansfield

David Mayhew

Dr thomas Middelhoff

raymond nasr

torsten oltmanns

sir John parker

Mike parker

tim parker

roger parry

John peace

sir ian prosser

sir Michael rake

Jeff randall

Don robert

sir steve robson

Manny roman

sir nigel rudd

roland rudd

robin saunders

paolo scaroni

sir Martin sorrell

oliver stocken

robert swannell

John tiner

David tyler

Lucas Van praag

Mark warham

sara weller

patience wheatcroft

David wighton

bob wigley

John witherow

rupert Younger

Gerhard Zeiler
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CAlendAr of events 2010
february

Establishment of monthly research meeting 
with Visiting Fellows; invited guest, andrew 

Gowers 

Email alert of news and research featuring 
video interview with alan Morrison, professor 

of Finance and David wighton, business and 

city editor, the times – investment banking 

structure and reputation

Seminar Series Reputation and Strategy: 
Dr timothy Leunig, Lecturer in economic 

History at the London school of economics, 

presented a paper entitled Custom or choice: 
understanding labour market choices of 
skilled workers at the eve of the Industrial 
Revolution

Open call for research proposals offered 
within Oxford University.

march

Research meeting with Visiting Fellow; invited 

guest, phillipa Foster back 

Research meeting with Visiting Fellow; invited 

guest, David Mansfield 

Seminar Series Reputation and Strategy: Dr 

Jonathan silberstein-Loeb, Reputation or: How 
I learned to stop worrying and love the market.

April 

Research meeting with Visiting Fellow; Mary Jo 

Jacobi 

rupert Younger presentation, Finance 
for Executives, Reputation and Crisis 
Communication.

may

Reputation and Strategy Seminar: Dr rowena 

olegario from the oxford university centre 

for corporate reputation Credit Information, 
Institutions and International Trade in the UK, 
US and Germany (1850-1930)

Reputation and Strategy seminar:  
christopher kobrak, professor of Finance, 

escp europe presented a paper entitled 

Banking on Reputation: Deutsche Bank  
and the United States.

June

reputation and executive Leadership 3 day 

residential programme Preparing to be a CEO 

Social Networks Workshop led by Dr. M.rolfe, 

reputation and organisations. reception in 

London for Visiting Fellows

New York dinner for Visiting Fellows and new 

university of oxford Vice chancellor, hosted by 

rupert Younger

July

Research Meeting with Visiting Fellow; invited 

guest Johannes Huth, kkr.

september

Research Director – Professor Mike Barnett 
joins the Centre

rupert Younger addresses Foro De reputacion 

corporative in spain and holds lecture at eoi; 

Managing Corporate Reputation as a Strategic 
Asset

rupert Younger addresses the oxford 

programme on negotiation; The Role of the 
Media in Negotiation.

october

Visiting Fellow takes part in Distinguished 
Speaker Series – Manny roman

Reputation and Strategy Seminar Dr.Hannah 

and Dr. Foreman-peck corporate reputation 

and 1911 stock Market

Visiting Fellow Lady barbara Judge takes part 

in Centre for Entrepreneurship and Innovation 
Seminar Corporate Governance in the UK and 
US, saïd business school.

november 

Visiting Fellow takes part in Distinguished 
Speaker Series – Lionel barber

Reputation and Strategy Seminar with 

professor andrew Godley, university of reading

Implicit Contracts and the Emergence  
of Marketing Capabilities: the case of US 
pharmaceuticals, c. 1930 to 1970

Research Meeting with Visiting Fellow; invited 

guest sara weller

Seminar, Reputation and IPOs: Fees 
and Underpricing with speaker Dr Mark 

abrahamson, centre for corporate reputation

Reputation and Strategy Seminar with 

speaker, Dr Lucy newton, Henley business 

school, university of reading, My word is 
my bond: reputation as collateral in English 
provincial banking.
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